Legal research: print resources

**FIND CASE BY PARTY NAME**

- **AUSTRALIAN**
  - Indexes of Australian Law Reports
- **UNITED KINGDOM**
  - Index to UK Reports

**FIND CASE BY CITATION**

1. **REFER TO ABBREVIATIONS LIST**
2. **Conduct catalogue search for title of law report**
3. If held in print locate at City West on level 6 in the Jeffrey Smart Building. (law journals, legislation, some law reports and low use items in a compactus on level 3)

**Abbreviations lists**
- CaseBase Case Citator Abbreviations
- FirstPoint Table of Abbreviations
- Cardiff Index to Legal Abbreviations

**FIND CASES BY SUBJECT**

- **AUSTRALIAN**
  - Indexes of Australian Law Reports
- **UNITED KINGDOM**
  - Index to UK Reports
FIND JOURNAL ARTICLES BY CITATION

REFER TO ABBREVIATIONS LIST

Conduct catalogue search for title of journal

If held in print, locate at City West in the Jeffrey Smart Building in a compactus on level 3 containing law journals, legislation, some law reports and low use items. [Remainder of the print collection is on level 6 shelves]
If not, title may be available electronically.

FIND JOURNAL ARTICLES BY TOPIC

Refer to *How to begin legal research: online resources* flow chart
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No print available

For further information about Library resources and services visit: [www.library.unisa.edu.au/](http://www.library.unisa.edu.au/)